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collective flow nor temperature increase.

of transverse momentum distributions, so that single-particle spectra require neither
energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. The results account fully for the observed broadening

dictions for the rapidity and transverse momentum spectra of hadrons produced in high

and then extrapolated to central A — B interactions. We thus obtain parameter—free pre

assumed to be due to random walk initial state collisions; it is determined by p- A data

the average energy loss of nucleons in p -— p collisions. The transverse fireball motion is

dinal fireball superposition is taken as boost-invariant, in a rapidity range determined by

ing thermal sources (“Hreballs”) of freeze-out temperature T = 0.15 GeV. The longitu
We describe high energy nuclear collisions by a superposition of isotropically decay
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can be carried out to give

where we assume azimuthal symmetry for the fireball distribution. The integral over Q
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superposition of fireballs

Using this, we have for the momentum distribution of secondaries emitted from the

exp{—p,,u“/T} = exp{—[mq~ coshpcosh(Y —· y) — py sinhpcos(Q - (5)

Boltzmann factor for a secondary emitted from a moving fireball is then given by [3]
its longitudinal rapidity, p its transverse rapidity, and Q its azimuthal orientation. The

fireball in the collision center of mass and relative to the initial collision axis: Y specifies

the formulation of this superposition, we use cylindrical coordinates for the motion of a
impose such fireballs to form a “vapour trail" of energy deposited by the collision. In

To describe the production of secondaries from a nucleus·nucleus collision, we super

dydp%_d¢ MQW),
= ;—— m sh p — coshy T . rw y ex { (mr )/ } 4 ( )

d3N0 V0

azimuthal angle c5, Eq. (1) becomes
nal rapidity y, with pg, = mT sinh y, the transverse mass my- = Mp} + m2 and the
for the density of secondaries in the fireball at freeze—out. In terms of the longitudi·

()T E i : .. po( ) W ,,2
N T3

the Stefan—Boltzmann form

for the number of emitted secondaries; for m = 0 (or in the limit T —> oo) this leads to

vr
<2>No = %{§—K2<m/co

V T ‘

obtain

W; the spatial volume of the fireball at freeze-out. Integrating over the momentum, we
where pg = y/ p2 + mz is the energy of the secondary, T the f`reeze·out temperature and

1—— = ———ex —p T ,
d3N0 14,

frame is given by
The momentum distribution of hadrons emitted by such a thermal fireball in its rest
obtained by a superposition of isotropically decaying thermal systems (“flreballs”) [1,2].

A very simple schematic description of high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions is



spectra, dependent on the mass number A of the nuclear target. It is clear that such a OCR Output
so that we will in general have initial state collision broadening of transverse momentum
beam will appear larger (Cronin effect More scattering will lead to more rotation,

so the transverse momentum of a secondary from this collision relative to the incident

this interaction will in general be rotated relative to the axis of the incident nuclei, and

with a target nucleon subsequently hits a second target nucleon, the collision axis for

axis. However, when a projectile nucleon which has already undergone one scattering

The primary collision of two nucleons takes place along the incident nuclear collision

Hence the general broadening .pattern must beat least inpart an initial state effect.

and quarkonia leave the nuclear environment before it can develop any collective effects.

Yan production do not interact at all with the nuclear medium after their formation,

compared to that observed in proton—proton collisions. The virtual photons in Drell

p — A collisions a broadening of their respective transverse momentum distribution,

nium resonances consisting of heavy c or b quarks, or conventional hadrons, show in

It is well known that all types of secondaries, whether Drell-Yan dileptons, quarko

we will determine it from a study of hadron production in p — A interactions.

dpf(p)=1;

assumed to be normalised

ity distributions. The remaining transverse momentum distribution of the fireballs is
probably an oversimplification, but it will give us a first idea of the resulting rapid
the weight function f (Y, p) independent of Y. Such a step—function cut·off at ;l;YL is

We shall further assume a boost—invariant rapidity superposition [5], which makes

yin - YL becomes less than one.

to be the end of the trail. At high energies, we thus have YL 2 yiii — 1; at lower energies,

_ sinh yin
YL 2 yin — COl$l`1yjn -] (10)

more; but since even a single collision leads to that much rapidity loss, we take

course of a p — p collision. In nuclear collisions, most of the nucleons will be stopped
collision energies, a proton looses on the average about one unit of rapidity in the
where yiii 2 ln(\/E/M), with M for the nucleon mass. Eq. (9) implies that at high

(9)(31) 2 yin — wth yin + Em,
which leads to

(8)2 const. cosh y,
do

(Feynman scaling) [2,4]. This implies
interest, the process p + p -—> p —|- X satisfies in good approximation do/dxp 2 const.
by the energy loss of nucleons in proton·proton collisions. In the energy range of present
position of fireballs. The ends of the trail in longitudinal rapidity, iYL, are determined
The function f (Y, p) determines the weights of different kinematic regions in the super
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In the limit 6 —-> 0, i.e., for collinear fireball motion, Eq. (16) reduces to
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p — A collisions, measured in the rapidity region of the target nucleus, is given by

nucleus—nucleus collisions. The transverse momentum distribution of secondaries in
once it is fixed, we can predict the initial state transverse momentum broadening in
collision, 6p. We determine it empirically from hadron production in p -— A eollisions;

For a complete description, we thus need the average transverse rapidity shift per
Note that for small A the impact parameter average must be made more carefully.
Evidently this reduces to Eq. (13) if target or projectile becomes just a single nucleon.

(15)6?,B;{NA+NB—2}62

form as Eq. (12), but with a larger dispersion,

both target and projectile nucleon scattering, so that we now have the same Gaussian
In nucleus-nucleus collisions, the initial state collision broadening will come from

of the impact parameter.

no = 0.17 fm;) standard nuclear density. The factor (3/ 4) takes into account the average

where ro 2 0.8 fm is the nucleon radius, RA = 1.12 A1/3 fm that of the nucleus, and

NA cz (3/4)(2vr·r§RA) no, (14)

on its path through the (large) target nucleus. It is given by
per collision, and N A is the number of nucleons which the incident proton encounters

daries from p—A relative to p— p collisions. Here 6 is the average transverse rapidity shift
to be determined by the broadening of the transverse momentum distributions of secon

(13)6iA;{NA—·1}6
with

(12)fpA(/Jl = €Xp{_p2/63AIv4 pA
1/2

to be Gaussian,

through the target, we expect the resulting transverse rapidity distribution of the sources
If the path of an incident nucleon in a p- A collision follows a random walk pattern

distribution of the fireballs.

sion will be given by Eq. (7), with f (p) specifying the normalised transverse rapidity
to be boost—invariant, the momentum distribution of secondaries from a nuclear colli

broadening must also arise in nucleus—nucleus collisions. If we assume the broadening



at pgp = 0.375 GeV. From Figs. (1) and (2) we conclude that our superposition, with OCR Output
data of [9], divided by the experimental p — p spectrum [7] and also normalised to unity
and (17), here arbitrarily normalised to unity at pq- = 0.375 GeV. We compare this to the
transverse momentum spectra from p- W and p- p collisions, as obtained from Eqs. (16)

To consider the p;r—broadening in more detail, we show in Fig. 2 the ratio of the

Figure 1: Transverse momentum distribution of pions in p — W collisions [9]
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[11].
pion enhancement" seen for pgp < 0.4 GeV is presumably due to enhanced A production

therefore normalised Eq. (16) to the data in the range 0.4 $ pq— $ 1.2 GeV. The "soft
[9,10] is described very well, provided we restrict ourselves to py 2 0.4 GeV. We have
spectrum of charged secondaries produced by 200 GeV / c protons incident on a W target
observed p — A data. In Fig. 1 we see that for 6pw = 0.30, the transverse momentum

VVe now keep T = 0.15 GeV and try to find a value of 6,,,1 that accommodates the

is just the p — p distribution (17) boosted in transverse rapidity.
essentially reproduces that obtained from ISR data [7,8]. The last integral in Eq. (16)
distribution of secondaries emitted at central rapidity in high energy p — p collisions; it

With T = 0.15 GeV, Eq. (17) gives a good parametrisation for the transverse momentum

2 const. m K m T . T T< Tx > 18) <d2N )" -—;— ( dydpg

which at high energy becomes



ratio [12]. Now turning to Pb - Pb, we get cipbpb 2 0.44. The resulting predictions for OCR Output
energy. The predicted further enhancement is seen to agree very well with the measured
resulting pT-broadening is compared to that in p -· W interactions, both at CERN-SPS

Let us first consider S — W collisions, for which we get 6gw 2 0.39. In Fig. 3, the

dY coshYexp{—(mq—/T) coshYcoshp}.YL / ..YL
=———————— dex—252 I Tsinh >< r 1/:0 (2,,,):;,,;/26AB `/ P Pi P / AB} 0((PT/( ) P)

?)—·—- <dydp?div ‘AB’ 1/bm

collisions at rapidity y = 0 is given by

nucleus-nucleus collisions. The py-distribution of secondaries produced in central A- B

(15) then provides the (SAB needed to determine the transverse fireball distribution in
and (14) for a W target (A:184), the fit value 6pw = 0.30 gives us 6 2 0.20. Eq.

We now want to extend our considerations to A — B collisions. Using Eqs. (13)
physical temperature.

however, due to the transverse fluctuations of the sources and does not correspond to a

GeV. This increase above the input temperature 0.15 GeV of the thermal source is,

temperature Tag 2 0.19 GeV at low PT and approximately 0.2 GeV around py 2 1.8
the form exp{—mq—/Teg}, as is often done, we obtain for pionic secondaries an effective

Before turning to A—A collisions, we note that if we fit our p—W pgp-distribution in

observed in p — A collisions.
the noted values of T and 61,,4, provides an excellent description of the pq- broadening

Figure 2: Ratio of p — W to p — p transverse momentum spectra of pions [9,7]
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Figure 5: Ratio of normalised nucleon to pion my distributions
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follows already from my scaling as given by Eq. (18). We therefore form the ratio

we first have to take into account the inherent mass dependence of the broadening which

we expect a stronger broadening for nucleons than for pions. To test the extent of this,

p} = mi sinhp (20),

in proportional to their mass,

the transverse rapidity of the fireball increases the transverse momentum of secondaries

transverse momentum broadening and the mass of the secondary. Since a given shift in

overall temperature. Let us look in somewhat more detail at the relation between

proton broadening illustrates once more that this effect is not related to any enhanced

broader spectra give 0.21 GeV at low and 0.26 GeV at high py. The slightly stronger

GeV at low py, increasing to around 0.24 GeV at py 2 1.8 GeV. For protons, the
distributions provided by Eq. (19), we obtain for pions from Pb—Pb collisions Teg 2 0.20

We note also here that if we insist on deriving an effective temperature from the py

we shall come back to this point shortly.

comparison to that for pions is to a considerable extent the consequence of my-scaling;
shown in Fig. 4. Note that the stronger broadening of the proton py-distribution in

OCR Outputthe normalised transverse momentum spectrum of pions and protons in this case are



GeV, for both pions and nucleons. OCR Output

does show a temperature dependence. In Fig. 10 we illustrate this for T = 0.1 and 0.2

superposition are quite insensitive to temperature changes , even when the single fireball

of some nuclear stopping effects. VVe further note that the rapidity distributions of the
bad. It could certainly be improved by using a more gradual y cut-off and the inclusion
9. In view of the crude model for the ends of the trail used here, the agreement is not
we now have preliminary data from Pb — Pb collisions [13]; they are included in Fig.
for reference are also the correspondingdistributionsfrom asingle fireball. Here as well
gives YL 2 0.9, with yin 2 1.6; for the latter we get YL 2 2.0, with L/in 2 2.9; shown
(8) · (10) the distributions are normalised to unity at y = 0). For the former, Eq. (10)
is shown in Figs. (8) and (9) for pions and nucleons, at AGS and SPS energies (in Figs.
by the transverse fireball fluctuations. The actual behaviour of dN/dy as function of y
Eq. (22), so that the longitudinal rapidity distribution remains practically unaffected
numerically and find that the result is essentially identical (some 1 — 2 % difference) to
obtained by integration of Eq. (7) over all py. VVe have performed this integration
with the limits of the integration determined by Eq. (10). The actual distribution is

21+ cosh(Y —— y) + g cosh(Y — y)| , (22)[
_ h Y T E — gpm [YL €><Pf·(m<¤<>S ( · 3/))/ }div 14,11*3 NF YL dY

transverse fluctutations, the rapidity distribution becomes
position (7), with Eqs. (12) and (15) for the transverse fluctuations. If we neglect these

Finally we turn to the py-integrated rapidity distributions resulting from our super
to negative secondaries.
transverse momentum distribution of A’s as well as to a stronger contribution of lcaons
this enhancement in the interaction of heavy nuclei might be due to a flattening of the
to the “low py enhancement°° in p — W collisions (Figs. 1 and 2). The weakening of
pions and the measured pion spectrum extends down to very low py value, in contrast
forms. With some surprise we note that here the agreement between our prediction for
minus negative as "protons”. The data are seen to agree quite well with our predicted
these in Figs. (6) and (7), with negative hadron spectra taken as “pions” and positive
momentum distributions from Pb — Pb collisions at the CERN-SPS. [13]. We include

Very recently, first and still preliminary data have been presented for transverse

for p — W ones.
same ratio for Pb — Pb collisions showing a still stronger broadening for protons than
broadening for protons due to transverse fireball motion. In Fig. 5 we also plot the
Fig. 5 the ratio of RQA(my) to R§’,A(my), as function of my; it illustrates the stronger
fireballs. We then form the corresponding ratio for protons, R§A(my), and show in
shows at any given _py the additional broadening due to the transverse motion of the
collisions. We normalize both distributions to unity at my — m = 0, so that R§’,.A(my)
of the transverse mass distribution of pions from p — A to that of pions from p — p



Figure 7: Nucleon my-distribution in Pb — Pb collisions, with preliminary data [13] OCR Output
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Figure 6: Pion mT·dis_tribution in Pb -— Pb collisions, with preliminary data [13]
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liminary data [13]
Figure 9: Predicted nucleon rapidity distribution in Pb — Pb collisions, with pre
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Figure 8: Predicted pion rapidity distribution in Pb—Pb collisions, with preliminary
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hadronic systems in thermal and chemical equilibrium.

considerations would seem to indicate that nuclear collisions at large A indeed produce

scribed by an ideal resonance gas at fixed temperature and chemical potential [14], such
equilibration. If the production ratios of the more abundant species are correctly de

ing both fireball size and transverse motion further, as well as the possibility of chemical

formed by a superposition of the secondaries from still more wounded nucleons, increas

to chemical equilibrium as well. In nucleus—nucleus collisions, finally, the fireballs are

ing of products from different wounded nucleons can moreover drive the system closer

motion, due to the rotation of the collision axis in successive collisions. Multiple scatter

ferent wounded nucleons leads to fireballs which are bigger and have some transverse

of different "wounded” target nucleons. The superposition of the remnants from dif

incident proton in the nuclear target; each fireball contains secondaries from a number

would lead to. The fireballs in p ·— A collisions are formed by multiple scattering of the

equilibrium: they produce e.g. fewer kaons than a thermal source of T 2 0.15 GeV

mally decaying fireballs of hadronic size. These fireballs are not, however, in chemical

spectra which can be interpreted as arising from a boost—invaria.nt superposition of ther

for many years [1] that the emission of secondaries in proton-proton collisions leads to
tailed discussion of this question is beyond the scope of this paper. It has been known

OCR OutputIn closing, we comment briefly on the nature of the fireballs, although a more de
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